Current concerns for Deaf and Hard of Hearing individuals

- Job opportunities
- Discrimination
- English and Math
- Education
- Degrees
- Training
- Parents
- School (High School)
- Work ethics
- Interviews
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREER

- Education on work ethics
- Enhance reading and writing skills
- Exploration of boundaries
- Mannerism for E-mails and any form of communication with supervisors and co-workers
- Receive training and/or degrees
- Discussion on possible college education at Gallaudet University, NTID, or CSUN or others through foreign exchange student program or oversea programs.
- Reduce job discrimination through legal means or education
STRATEGIES PART II

- Discussion of cultures (hearing vs. deaf)
- Examination of boundaries and work ethics
- Education on job interviews and job seeking methods
- Other ideas?
Any thoughts on what you can do?